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SITUATION
ANALYSIS
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INTRODUCTION
“Caleb’s Pitch is a nonprofit organization dedicated to
creating memorable experiences and enhancing the quality
of life for children and families confronting serious childhood
illnesses. Caleb’s Pitch aims to share the story of Caleb
Jacobbe as an inspiration to others.”
- Mission statement on Calebspitch.org
This situational analysis is intended to be used as a
guide in the creation of a comprehensive campaign
for the nonprofit organization Caleb’s Pitch.
Caleb’s Pitch is dedicated to creating memorable
experiences for children and families facing
pediatric hospitalization.
An overview of the organization, its current
communication strategy, and an analysis of the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
(SWOT) is included in this report to provide a clear
picture of the organization’s current position.
Data on the target audience, analysis of the
industry and the competition is included so that it
can be used to drive decision making during the
creation of the comprehensive campaign.
This analysis will help provide an in-depth
understanding of the organization and its audience
in order to develop a plan that will meet the goals
of expanding the mission of Caleb’s Pitch.
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Eight-year-old Caleb Jacobbe throwing out the first
pitch at a Boston Red Sox game, retrieved from http://
calebspitch.org

ORGANIZATION
OVERVIEW
Who is Caleb Jacobbe?

but love. After fighting for several
long months, Caleb’s life was cut
short in 2006. Caleb served as
an inspiration to everyone he met on the
importance of perseverance, bravery, and
the value of living every moment you have
to the fullest.

Caleb Jacobbe, the 8-year-old whom the
organization is named after, was a brave,
energetic, spirited young man. He was a
huge sports fan with a tremendous love
for baseball. However, despite his love
for life, Caleb was diagnosed with a very
aggressive form of cancer in 2005. It left
him so weak that he could not participate
in sports the way he wanted to. In the
hospital, Caleb touched everyone he met
with an energy that they couldn’t help

The Organization
Caleb’s Pitch was founded in 2009 by
Caleb’s uncle, Dr. Tim Jacobbe. According
to the organization’s website, they
are “dedicated to creating memorable
experiences and enhancing the quality of
life for children and families confronting
serious childhood illnesses,” (http://
calebspitch.org). They initially started
by hosting athletic experiences between
patients and University of Florida athletes.
However, these activities were too hard
to manage without a full-time staff. So,
they moved on to providing meals for
patients at the Ronald McDonald House.
Fortunately, they discovered that there
were a lot of groups willing to do this, so
they concentrated their efforts in the UF
Health Shands Children’s Hospital.

A patient does syringe art at the University of
Missouri Children’s Hospital, retrieved from https://
picasaweb.google.com/102474186291659580823/
OverviewOfCalebSPitch?noredirect=1#5795118665826031234
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A syringe art painting done by a patient at University of Missouri Children’s Hospital, retrieved from https://picasaweb.google.
com/102474186291659580823/OverviewOfCalebSPitch?noredirect=1#5795118639297873826

three days for friends and family to
remember him. Caleb’s Pitch continues
that legacy.

Caleb’s Pitch has six consistent volunteers,
in addition to the coordinators, Gina
Rivera and Nick Zebroski. There is a board
of directors for the organization, but they
do not appear to be heavily involved in
the volunteering side of the organization.

In 2010, the organization started doing
syringe art activities for the patients.
Every other Wednesday, Caleb’s Pitch,
along with student-athlete volunteers,
goes to Shands and does syringe art with
the patients. The “masterpieces” that are
created by the children are taken home
for the families to enjoy for years to come.

Syringe Art
While Caleb was hospitalized, he loved to
do syringe art. This consisted of filling a
medical syringe with paint and squirting it
at blank canvases,
creating artwork
to enjoy and take
home. Caleb made
31 paintings in

Help Wanted
Currently, the only supplies that are
donated are the syringes themselves. The
canvases, paint, and other supplies have
to be purchased with donated funds.
There are scattered fundraising activities,
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but nothing consistent.
Previously successful
events consisted of a
golf tournament in 2012,
and a tennis tournament
in 2013, with the
proceeds going to the
organization. It would
be beneficial to hold
more of these events to
boost the organization’s
operating capital.
In a recent interview with
Rivera, she stated that
they would like to host
another golf tournament
soon, as that proved
to be very lucrative for
the organization.

Nationwide
Growth
The value of Caleb’s
Pitch is now being felt in
other states, as well. In
addition to the University
of Florida, the University
of Missouri and the
University of Wisconsin
have established
chapters. The joy and
energy that young Caleb
had is living on in a much
greater scale now
than ever before.

Student-athletes at the University
of Missouri with a patient at MU
Children’s Hospital, retrieved from
http://www.muhealth.org/news/
releases/mizzou-student-athletescreate-exciting-experience-forpatients-/
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TARGET AUDIENCE
Knowing your audience is essential
to developing a marketing campaign
that specifically targets these audience
members. Knowing the target audience
will also save time and money for Caleb’s
Pitch. They will be able to directly target
the people that respond to missions like
Caleb’s Pitch. Gina Rivera noted that
Caleb’s Pitch employed a mail marketing
campaign that showed no results. One
possible reason may be that people
receiving these mailers were not the
target audience for Caleb’s Pitch.

PRIMARY AUDIENCE: CHILDREN
AND FAMILIES

In order to define a target audience,
data was collected from three specific
areas: Demographics (age range,
education, diversity, geographic
location); psychographics (media use,
lifestyle, political affiliations, etc); and
consumer trends.

There were almost six million hospital
stays for children between the ages of
0-17 in 2012 with the average length
of stay being approximately four days
(Witt, Weiss & Elixhauser, 2014). About
25% of those children were within the
1-17 age range and would likely be able
to participate in the services offered by
Caleb’s Pitch.

Pediatric patients and their families are
the direct recipients of the services
offered by Caleb’s Pitch. Patients in
children’s hospitals are able to engage
with collegiate athlete volunteers and
create syringe art. This activity is fun
and helps alleviate some of the negative
feelings that are associated with syringes
in the clinical environment.

Demographics

Caleb’s Pitch has both a primary and
secondary audience. The primary
audience is made up of the children and
families participating in syringe art and
the secondary audience is made up of the
donors and volunteers who are able to
support the mission.

According to the statistics on hospital
stays found on the Healthcare Cost
and Utilization Project (HCUP) website,
51% of pediatric patients were male
and 49% were female (hcupnet.ahrq.
gov). The information for these groups
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is limited to median
income, which reported
that approximately 30% of
these children come from
low income families.
Although Caleb’s Pitch
wants to reach as many
children as possible, the
immediate geographic
target is the city of
Gainesville, Florida
where UF Health Shands
Children’s Hospital is
located. Secondary
geographic targets include
children and families in
Columbia, Missouri at the
University of Missouri
Health Care Children’s
Hospital and children
and families in Madison,
Wisconsin at the University
of Wisconsin American
Family Children’s Hospital.
Demographics specific
to these cities and
hospitals are listed in the
demographics table on
page 10.

Psychographics
Families and children
dealing with illness are
drawn from many areas
in life. The typical lifestyle

of patients and families is
often disrupted when faced
with illness. One common
lifestyle factor is that these
families spend a significant
amount of time away from
home in medical facilities.
According to Statista.
com, in 2014 Americans
spent an average of 159
minutes online each day.
They spent 134 minutes
on smartphones and 163
minutes on tablets. It
makes sense to infer that
for children and families
in a hospital setting these
averages would be higher
on mobile devices. This is
an important factor to keep
in mind when redesigning
the website.

Consumer Trends
According to HCUP data,
for most pediatric medical
conditions the rate of
hospitalization remained
the same from 2000
to 2012. Although the
hospitalization rates have
remained the same, the
length of stay has seen a
slight increase. This can
be attributed to an
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increase in people with
insurance coverage.

SECONDARY
AUDIENCE: DONORS
AND VOLUNTEERS
Currently the majority of
donors for Caleb’s Pitch are
former recipients of their
services. This supports the
fact that donors are more
likely to give to charities
that have an identifiable
beneficiary such as
Caleb’s Pitch (Sanders &
Tamma, 2015).

Demographics
As former recipients of
Caleb’s Pitch, many of the
donors come from the
same demographics as
those listed in the table
on page 10. In addition
to these former
clients, donors
will also include
Millennials from
the respective

Children creating syringe art, retrieved from http://calebspitch.org

Generation Research Review (MGRR),
2012). Millennials are also avid users
of technology who expect to engage in
multiple tasks on multiple mediums. They
use technology to actively create and
distribute content. The MGRR found that
60% of user-generated content comes
from Millennials.

universities that participate in Caleb’s
Pitch. According to Marketingcharts.com,
U.S. Millennials, ages 18 to 34, make an
average income of $25,000 to $48,000
per year. They also comprise 24% of the
U.S. population.

Psychographics
Seventy-five percent of Millennials
have donated financially to a nonprofit
and 57% have
volunteered
for a nonprofit
organization.
(The Millennial

Current Trends
Pew research finds that 20% of adults
have made donations online and 10% of
adults made those donations using text
features on their mobile phones (Smith,
2015). In 2013 online donations increased
13% among the largest 100 charities
(National Philanthropic Trust (NPT), 2013).
This can be compared with an overall
8

Digital messages will need to be adaptive since
many patients and families will most likely be
accessing these materials away from their primary
residence.
audiences. Based on the demographics
and consumer trends, the mediums that
are used may be different based on the
audience being targeted. For the primary
audience, materials that can be accessed
ADDITIONAL AUDIENCE
in print and digital will be needed. Digital
MEMBERS
messages will need to be adaptive since
It is important to keep in mind general
many patients and families will most likely
information about the other audience
be accessing these materials away from
members for Caleb’s Pitch. This audience
their primary residence. For the secondary
includes college athletes and university
audience, messages should be conveyed
and hospital coordinators. This segment of
in ways that allow users to actively engage
the audience helps Caleb’s Pitch become
with them. This audience will want to not
a reality for the primary audience. It will
only access content, but also generate it.
be important to consider information
This fits nicely with the idea of allowing
that addresses their specific needs when
users to upload images to the website.
redesigning the website for Caleb’s Pitch.
Although the mediums used to reach
SUMMARY
these various audiences may be different,
This data gives some important things to
it will be important to make sure the
keep in mind when creating a campaign.
message and mission of Caleb’s Pitch
A campaign will need to be created that
remains consistent in communicating their
targets both the primary and secondary
message and purpose.
increase in giving of 5%. Among
these facts small nonprofits like
Caleb’s Pitch reported the largest
increase in online giving.
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TARGET AUDIENCE
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
Gainesville, Florida

Columbia, Missouri

Madison, Wisconsin

Total Population:
124, 486

Total Population:
108,500

Total Population:
233,362

Median Income:
$32,492

Income:
$43,262

Income:
$53,464

Persons under 18: 13%

Persons under 18: 19%

Persons under 18: 19%

Female: 52%

Female: 51%

Female: 51%

Male: 48%

Male: 49%

Male: 49%

HS Graduate: 91%

HS Graduate: 93%

HS Graduate: 95%

College Degree: 43%

College Degree: 55%

College Degree: 54%

Source: US Census 2010

University of Florida
HealthCare Shands
Children’s Hospital
Beds: 204
Admissions: 7,066

Source: US Census 2010

Source: US Census 2010

University of
Missouri Health
Care’s Children’s
Hospital

University of
Wisconsin American
Family Children’s
Hospital

Beds: 115

Beds: 87

Admissions: 4,000

Admissions: 3,739

Source: UF Health

Source: Wiki
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Source: Wiki

INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
NONPROFIT
INDUSTRY
TRENDS
There are many
current trends in
the nonprofit industry. The
primary trend shows that
rates of giving to charities
have been rising since 2011.
Using technology to donate is
another important trend to be
aware of especially since many
of the organization’s target
audience members are also
in the sector that engages in
digital giving.
Another trend that works
in favor of Caleb’s Pitch is
that students engaged in
volunteering in college often
become alumni donors. This
means that many of the
student volunteers for Caleb’s
Pitch will become alumni
donors after graduation.
These trends will be useful in
guiding the development of
the campaign for Caleb’s Pitch.

• In 2013, there were approximately 1,536,084
charitable organizations in the United States
(NPT, 2013).
• The top four volunteer areas are for religious
(34.2%), educational (26.5%), social service
(14.4%), and health (8.0%) organizations
(NPT, 2013).
• Between 2011 and 2013 there was a 73%
growth in total giving (Watson, 2014).
• Between 2012 and 2013 giving rose another 4%
(Watson, 2014).
• Individual giving made up 72% of all
contributions (Watson, 2014).
• More organizations are engaging donors with
the mission through social media, volunteering,
newsletters and crowd funding (www.
councilofnonprofits.org).
• Students who were engaged in volunteering
before they graduated are more likely to engage
and donate as alumni (White, 2015).
• 20% of adults have made charitable contributions
online and 10% made those donations using text
features on their mobile phones (Smith, 2012)
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ALACHUA COUNTY NONPROFIT SECTOR
• Takes in $2.84 billion in revenues

• Registered over 26,000 volunteers

• Employs 20% of employees

• Arts & culture made up 8.5% of
all organizations

• Volunteers donated time valued at
over $9 million

MACROENVIRONMENTAL
ANALYSIS
To better understand
Caleb’s Pitch as a
nonprofit organization,
it helps to understand
what it means to be a
nonprofit organization. The
Foundation Group says a
section 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization is registered
with the IRS to be tax
exempt and “must obtain
at least 1/3 of its donated
revenue from a fairly broad
base of public support”
(What is a 501(c)(3), 2011).
This also allows donors to
receive a tax deduction
based on their contribution
to a nonprofit. Nonprofits
that have 501(c)(3) status

• Human services made up 19.2% of
all organizations

are closely regulated
to ensure a majority of
funding goes toward an
organization’s mission and
doesn’t unfairly benefit a
shareholder. This status
also places a limit on an
organization’s ability to
lobby or be involved in
political activity.
It is also helpful to get a
better perspective on the
very giving nature of the
local community where
Caleb’s Pitch is centralized.
Specifically in Alachua
County, a 2010 report
by the Nonprofit Center
of North Central
Florida found that
“the local nonprofit
sector takes in
$2.84 billion in
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revenues,” and employs
20% of working people in
the county – twice the
national average (Clark,
2012). The report also
found that 8.5% of these
organizations in the area
related to arts & culture,
and 19.2% related to
human services, regions
where Caleb’s Pitch would
fall into. Finally, the report
found that at the time,
Alachua County had
over 26,000 volunteers,
collectively donating time
valued at over $9 million
(KBT & Associates, 2012).

COMPETITION
PRIMARY
COMPETITORS
It is clear that Caleb’s
Pitch provides a unique
experience for children
and families during their
hospital stay with syringe
art. However, because the
organization is centralized
in the Gainesville
community, there is a lot
of competition among
other organizations trying
to enlist the help of the
Gator Nation, especially
within UF Health Shands
Children’s Hospital.

Arts in Medicine
What appears to be
the biggest primary
competition for Caleb’s
Pitch is the Arts in
Medicine (AIM) program,
an arts in health initiative
run by UF Health Shands.
Their visual arts program
in particular is a collection

AIM logo, retrieved from http://hmig.med.ufl.edu/holistic-health-retreat/arts-in-medicine/

of residence artists and
volunteers leading both
bedside and group projects
such as “painting, drawing,
collage, sculpture and
crafts” for both adult and
pediatric patients (About,
n.d.). AIM also further
recognizes the importance
of incorporating arts
into healthcare through
education, such as
“courses in healthcare for
art, medical and nursing
students,” research, and
community collaborations,
according to their website.
It looks like AIM’s primary
mode of funding comes
13

through the Gaintner
Family Endowment for
Arts in Medicine, which
accepts donations online.
Other families who have
benefited from AIM’s
services have also set up
memorial gifts in honor of
their children to go toward
AIM. It is unknown how the
program receives support
from the UF Health system,
but it does not appear that
the program has 501(c)
(3) nonprofit status. AIM
also claims to “register
approximately 90 student
and community volunteers
at all skill levels” per
semester (Volunteer, n.d.).

Streetlight logo, retrieved from http://streetlight.ufhealth.org/about-the-program/program-summary/

AIM proves to be a competitor to Caleb’s
Pitch in that they have the backing and
promotion of Shands, and they’re fighting
for similar volunteers in the community.
What sets Caleb’s Pitch apart is the
organization’s focus on athlete interaction
and syringe art which has reached into
other hospitals across the nation, while
AIM is only focused on artists and
volunteers in the Gainesville area.
Looking to AIM’s IMC, it is evident that
being an organization run through Shands
has its benefits for promotion and online
presence. Their website is run as a child
page of the UFHealth.org parent
website. Being under such a large
entity means their program ranks
highly for SEO (with a combination
of the keywords:
art, Shands, and
Gainesville, FL), has
strong branding
as a creative but

prestigious program, and runs a
cohesive website.

Streetlight
Another primary competitor to
Caleb’s Pitch on the Shands campus is
Streetlight, a program aimed at creating
relationships between volunteers and
young adult patients. Although their client
demographics aren’t exactly the same, and
Streetlight’s mission doesn’t exclusively
focus on art, one way their volunteers
build relationships does include art.
ShandsSpace is a board a patient can
place outside their hospital room with
images, decorations, and guided interview
answers that are personalized for each
young adult (ShandsSpace, n,d.).
Streetlight seems to be fighting for the
same caliber of volunteers as Caleb’s
Pitch, perhaps even more so than with
AIM. Streetlight’s volunteer page makes
it very clear that the program is in need
of dedicated volunteers willing to make
long-term connections with the patients
14

Connections with patients are made
through daily visits, movie nights, celebrations,
and any individual requests, including artistic
projects and crafts.
and clients, which Caleb’s
Pitch has said they look for
in volunteers. Streetlight’s
website, streetlight.
ufhealth.org, has no
mention of donations or
funding, but similar to
AIM, it does not seem
that the program has
nonprofit status, but is
clearly run through the
Shands system.
Because Streetlight is run
through UF Health, like
AIM, the program also
has high SEO ranking (for
keywords such as: Shands,
teen, program), and a
consistent website design,
layout, and organization.
Their branding seems
to be consistent with
their target clients, with
a relatable tone, but also
remains consistent with the
professional demeanor of
the UF institution.

Dream Team at UF logo, retrieved from https://www.facebook.com/DreamTeamUF

Dream Team at The
University of Florida
The final primary
competitor to Caleb’s Pitch
that will be considered is
the Dream Team at the
University of Florida. The
student-run nonprofit
organization focuses on
working with children
in the pediatric cardiac
and intensive care units
at Shands with about 80
15

volunteers per semester
(most recently 63 weekly
volunteers have committed
themselves for the summer
term). Connections
with patients are made
through daily visits, movie
nights, celebrations, and
any individual requests,
including artistic projects
and crafts.
Of the three primary
competitors it appears that

Child Life at Shands logo, retrieved from https://ufhealth.org/child-life-program/overview

this organization would be
the least threatening as it is
not run through the Shands
system, and also lacks a
permanent website. Their
primary mode of online
presence is through a
Facebook page, facebook.
com/DreamTeamUF,
which is updated regularly
with a variety of posts
including images, but
lacks official information
on the organization.
They have, however,
received promotion
through a spotlight
feature on the front of
the university’s website in
December of 2014 (The
Dream Team, 2014).

Dream Team’s branding is
based almost entirely on
their Facebook page, but
does maintain a friendly
tone throughout their
posts. Because they don’t
have the backing of the
university, other than their
brief spotlight, Streetlight
doesn’t rank as highly in
SEO with keywords such
as: Shands, pediatric,
volunteer, and nonprofit,
which are terms they have
chosen to highlight on their
Facebook page, and certain
media coverage.
On the other hand, since
Dream Team is considered
an individual nonprofit
identity like Caleb’s
Pitch, it could be
considered more
of a competitor
than the other two
programs. This
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means both organizations
are responsible for their
own funding and support,
and are not only vying
for similar funders, but
volunteers as well.

SECONDARY
COMPETITORS
As mentioned before, there
are many organizations
in the Gainesville area
trying to strive for the help
of the local community.
This means there is also
secondary competition to
Caleb’s Pitch that might
not be working with
patients directly out of
UF Health Shands, but
might be competing for
similar volunteers, funders,
or attention.

Child Life
Caleb’s Pitch has
mentioned they work with
Child Life to help
make connections

with families
that would enjoy
making syringe art.
Although they work
alongside each
other, it doesn’t mean they aren’t
also competitors, in a sense.

are both competing for donations
from the community and for dedicated
volunteers willing to help pediatric
patients at Shands.

Some ways Child Life stands out from
Caleb’s Pitch include their website,
which is also run through the UF Health
site, and their innovative ways of asking
for support. Child Life has set up an
Child Life is made up of “certified, Amazon wishlist made up of gifts and
materials that could go directly to their
non-medical professionals” that
clients (Shands Child Life, n.d.). This
help educate and ease the stay
way, donors can see directly how their
for children in the hospital (Overview,
2015). They not only have an educational donation is being put to use, without
the technicalities and privacy concerns
relationship with the children, but they
of sharing photos of the children
also make their stays enjoyable through
being helped.
playrooms, activity groups, medical play,
and by linking the patients with other
Since Child Life is an institution
organizations such as Caleb’s Pitch.
recognized in hospitals across the nation,
Both entities are rather different, but
they are similar in the sense that they

and their employees are certified, their
branding is strong as a professional

CMN Logo, retrieved from http://give.childrensmiraclenetworkhospitals.org/
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educational healthcare
authority. Their SEO is also
high for key terms such as:
children, hospital, support
and Shands.

Children’s Miracle
Network
Another organization
that isn’t a direct rival
to Caleb’s Pitch, but can
be seen as more of a
secondary competitor,
is the Children’s Miracle
Network (CMN) branch
in Gainesville. CMN is an
“international nonprofit
raising funds and
awareness for children’s
hospitals,” with a localized
branch in Gainesville
(CMN: Children’s Miracle
Network, n.d.). CMN
supports research,
education, patient care,
room renovations, and
even Child Life.
Similar to Child Life, CMN
has the benefit of being
an organization recognized
across the nation and
even world, while also
relying on their main
website, cmnhospitals.
org, to give information

One of CMN’s special features is that it
keeps funds raised in the area in which they
were raised.
Caleb’s Pitch is Gator Pals.
The nonprofit organization,
also localized to Gainesville,
builds relationships
between UF students and
students with disabilities
at a local school during
their physical education
classes. While Gator Pals
In a more local perspective,
lacks an official web page,
CMN is featured on the UF
overall online presence or
Health website’s section
much branding beyond
for giving since Shands is
a few media coverage
within the network. One of
opportunities, and does not
CMN’s special features is
seem to require funding
that it keeps funds raised
for their mission, it remains
in the area in which they
a competitor to Caleb’s
were raised. This can be
Pitch based on volunteers.
seen as competition to
These two organizations
Caleb’s Pitch in specific
are also looking for student
since they are again looking
volunteers willing to make
to the same community
a commitment to children
and region for support,
in special circumstances
but CMN might have an
in the community (Gator
advantage given their large
Pals, n.d.).
scale and recognition.
to those interested.
Because of the scale of
their main website and
international reputation
(including celebrity
sponsorships), CMN has
a strong online presence,
branding, and SEO.

Gator Pals
The final competitor that
will be considered as
outside, secondary
competition to
18

COMMUNICATIONS
STRATEGY: CURRENT
COMMUNICATIONS
GOALS
During the recent interview with
Gina Rivera of Caleb’s Pitch,
it seems that the organization
has three main communications
goals: Gain more donors, obtain
more short-term volunteers, and
provide a fun and interactive
experience for visitors to
their website.

Volunteers
Volunteers are a very important
part of Caleb’s Pitch, as the
organization is 100% volunteer
driven. This means that if the
organization can’t reach enough
people willing to help out their
endeavors, Caleb’s Pitch won’t
be able to function.
The current volunteer page
on the organization’s website
doesn’t do much to help their
cause of gaining volunteers
(http://calebspitch.org/
volunteer). The page states

that Caleb’s Pitch is 100% volunteer driven, but
there is no “call to action” for a volunteer to
sign up. While there is an email address thrown
into the middle of the page for those who may
be interested, it is not an interactive link to an
email and the rest of the page doesn’t really state
what they need volunteers for or what they need
help with.
This page could easily be updated to give proper
information to potential volunteers about what
it is that Caleb’s Pitch needs help with and why
it’s so important for them to have volunteers that
could contribute perhaps just 2-3 hours every
other week. A “call to action,” which could simply
be a button stating “Volunteer Now,” or something
to that effect, could be placed on the page,
instead of what they currently have which
is a “Volunteer Form” link in the sidebar
of the website, which can get overlooked.
They need a working email link on this
page so volunteers are able to engage with
them. A possible suggestion
is, “Want more information
about volunteering? Please
email us at volunteer@
calebspitch.org.”
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Donors
Getting donations is another huge part of
Caleb’s Pitch, as the money enables the
organization to keep providing memorable
syringe art experiences for children.
Rivera also mentioned that it is with these
donations that they were able to help
kick-start two new chapters of Caleb’s
Pitch at two other universities. Before the
chapters at the University of Missouri and
the University of Wisconsin could raise
enough money to fund themselves, it was
the original Caleb’s Pitch in Florida that
was funding the other two with donation
money they had raised. Rivera stated
that their overall goal would be to one
day have a chapter in every state in the
country, which is why garnering enough
donors and funds is so important for
their cause.
To bring in more donations, there
should be a clear “call to action” on the
homepage of the website. While they do
have a “Donate” button in the sidebar of
their website, which is shown on every
page, it is rather small and sits at the
bottom of the sidebar. Instead of saying
“Donate,” it may be a good idea for a

Small “Donate” button shown in the sidebar on the Caleb’s Pitch
website, retrieved from http://calebspitch.org

button to say “Help Out Now,” or
something along those lines.
Rivera also mentioned that they would like
to once again host their golf tournament
fundraisers, as they always proved to be
very lucrative for Caleb’s Pitch. The last
time they hosted one of these events was
three years ago in 2012. Tournaments
such as these are
great ways for
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nonprofit
organizations to
reach donors and
sponsors who they
may form lasting
relationships with for years
to come. This would be
great for Caleb’s Pitch
as they could potentially
gain more repeat donors
because the tournaments
can turn people on to
what the organization is
all about.

In the interview with Rivera, there were several
things she stated they would like the website
to do. One was that they would like visitors to
easily be able to contact them through the site. This
could be through a contact form or even a simple email
link, as the website currently doesn’t have anything that
tells visitors how they can contact them with questions.
Another interactive element they would like to add is
a calendar listing all of the organization’s upcoming
events. They would like visitors to be able to click on

Website
The current website for
Caleb’s Pitch does not
provide a great, interactive
experience for visitors.
There is some information
about the organization
listed on their home and
about pages, and a few
other pages of the website,
however, other than a
couple videos there really
isn’t anything for visitors to
engage in on site.

Homepage of the Caleb’s Pitch website, retrieved from http://calebspitch.org
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“Pictures are worth a thousand words.”
- Gina Rivera
these events for more
information and to possibly
sign up for the event as
well, whatever it may be.
Along with the calendar
of general events, they
would like a dedicated
page listing upcoming
fundraisers and an area
that would allow sponsors
to sign up for a particular
event, and perhaps
donate a certain amount
of money. For example,
they could be a Bronze,
Silver, Gold or Platinum
sponsor depending on the
amount of money
they donate, and
each sponsor level
comes along with
different perks

visitors and families who
recently had a syringe
art experience to be able
As previously stated,
to upload photos to the
volunteers and donors
website themselves, and
are the main reasons why
allow Rivera or Dr. Jacobbe
Caleb’s Pitch is able to
to approve the photos
function. For that reason, it
before they go live on the
is important that there be
site. This could possibly
a very prominent donation
be done by having a feed
link and a dedicated
from Facebook placed on a
area where volunteers
page on the Caleb’s Pitch
can sign up and/or ask
website where photos
questions. Both of these
that Facebook users
items were addressed
upload would be seen on
above and are vital to the
the website.
organization being able to
Another important aspect
continue to function.
of the website that Rivera
As Rivera stated in the
stated they would like
recent interview, “pictures
would be a dedicated
are worth a thousand
media page for videos and
words,” and they would
other coverage of Caleb’s
really like to showcase and
Pitch. If the organization
communicate to the public
is covered by a news
what Caleb’s Pitch does by
outlet for example, they
using pictures throughout
would like to share that
the website. They
on the media page. She
would like to
also mentioned that while
have a way for
during the particular
fundraising event.
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Due to the fact that Child Life works so closely with the children
and families at Shands, they are able to inform them about what
Caleb’s Pitch does and when they will be at the hospital, and asks if
they may be interested in signing up for a fun experience.
they currently don’t have a newsletter for
people to sign up for, they wouldn’t be
opposed to having one in the future. She
said that if Caleb’s Pitch begins to grow
and branch out into more chapters as
they gain more funding, it would be nice
to have a newsletter to send to people,
keeping them up-to-date on what’s new
with the organization.

REACHING THE PUBLIC
When referring to how Caleb’s Pitch
reaches the public, it is important to
first note the different “publics” the
organization needs to reach. These
“publics” are the families/children the
organization seeks to serve, volunteers,
and donors.

Children & Families
During the interview with Rivera, she
mentioned that Caleb’s Pitch works very
closely with the Child Life Program at UF
Health Shands Children’s Hospital in order
to reach children and families that may
want to have a fun experience with their
organization. The main objective of the
Child Life Program at Shands is to “help
children and families cope with the stress
and anxiety of hospitalization” (Overview,
2015). Child Life makes sure that children

are comfortable with and informed
about the procedures they may have to
undergo. According to Rivera, Child Life
often uses books and/or stuffed bears
to show the children what will happen
during a procedure.
Due to the fact that Child Life works so
closely with the children and families at
Shands, they are able to inform them
about what Caleb’s Pitch does and when
they will be at the hospital, and asks if
they may be interested in signing up for a
fun experience. Child Life is then able to
provide Caleb’s Pitch with a list of patients
that are interested in doing syringe art
with the organization when they are at
the hospital every other Wednesday.
Child Life also informs the volunteers with
Caleb’s Pitch which patients cannot leave
their hospital rooms to do the syringe art
and which children are able to make it
down to the play room for the experience.
Rivera also mentioned that Caleb’s Pitch
has a brochure
that they hand
out to families at
Shands, or other
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those
that
have
volunteered in the
past. The Caleb’s
Pitch website
Facebook is another way Caleb’s Pitch
currently has a
reaches out to families to inform them
“Volunteer” page,
about events that have past or that are
however, as previously mentioned, it
upcoming. This is also a way for families to
could use some updating with a clear “call
upload photos of their child having a great
to action,” an interactive email link, and
time creating the syringe art.
specific information about what they need
volunteers for.
Volunteers
locations. This brochure tells people a
little bit about what Caleb’s Pitch does
and how their child, or someone they
know, can have a fun experience creating
syringe art.

Currently, the main way the organization
reaches out to volunteers is through their
website and through word-of-mouth with

Through word-of-mouth, whether from
past volunteers or even from people who
have experienced Caleb’s Pitch services at

Volunteer page on the Caleb’s Pitch website, retrieved from http://calebspitch.org/volunteer
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the website needs to have a better and clearer
“call to action” for people who may wish to
donate. The current “Donate” button on the
website doesn’t do much to help reach potential donors,
as it is small and at the bottom of the sidebar.

Shands, they are
able to reach
more people that
may be interested
in volunteering.
However, it
will be better for the
organization when they
have a completely updated
“Volunteer” page on their
website so that these
potential volunteers have
somewhere to go to sign
up and find out more
information if need be.

Another way Caleb’s Pitch has reached donors in the
past was through fundraisers. They used to host a tennis
tournament and a golf tournament, and these events
would garner a lot of funds for the organization. Rivera
mentioned that Caleb’s Pitch would really like to get
back to hosting the golf tournaments again, as that was
the most lucrative for the organization. This is a great
way to reach donors and anyone wishing to help the

Donors
Caleb’s Pitch currently
uses their website, and
even Facebook, as the
primary ways they reach
potential donors. Those
who visit the organization’s
Facebook page to find out
more about Caleb’s Pitch
can then click on the link
to the main website if they
wish to donate. Again, as it
was previously mentioned,

Reviews of Caleb’s Pitch on the organization’s Facebook page, retrieved from https://www.
facebook.com/CalebsPitch?sk=reviews
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organization, and can lead
to potential repeat donors
as well.

POSITIONING &
BRANDING

Positioning
Since Caleb’s Pitch
was founded in 2009,
the organization has
changed its position in
the non-profit segment
a few times over the
years. Since Caleb loved
sports, the organization
started off by “hosting
athletic experiences
between patients and UF
athletes,” according to
Rivera. However, since
this proved too difficult
for the organization to
handle without a full-time
staff, the organization had
to change and position
itself in a new way. That’s
when syringe art events
came about.

Current logo that the Caleb’s Pitch organization uses, retrieved from http://calebspitch.org

By simply focusing on
syringe art, Caleb’s Pitch
was able to pare down
their target audience to just
those at Shands, allowing
them to concentrate
their efforts more on the
patients, according to
Rivera. Since no other
nonprofit organization was
offering the syringe art
experiences to patients
at Shands, Caleb’s Pitch
was in a great position to
take over this area
and help a lot of
children and families
in the process.
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In reading some reviews
of Caleb’s Pitch on the
organization’s Facebook
page, it is clear that
they are positioned in a
very positive light with
their target audience.
For instance, LeeAnn
Monroe posted a review
that said, “This was a
great experience for my
daughter. She enjoyed it
and it took her mind off
the situation she was going
through,” (2015). However,
for people encountering
Caleb’s Pitch for the first
time, by either visiting their
current website, or even
the Facebook page,
the first thing they

see is the organization’s logo. The logo doesn’t
really show what the organization does, which,
if changed, could help the organization truly
differentiate themselves from the competition.
That then, leads into the next area of branding.

image for the organization that
people will be able to immediately
recognize and have a better
understanding of what Caleb’s
Pitch does.

Branding

SEO

As mentioned above, the current logo for
Caleb’s Pitch does not directly and instantly
tell the target audience that the organization is
involved with providing memorable experiences
with paint, i.e. syringe art. The logo currently
looks more athletic and appears to be tied to
baseball, with the baseball diamond shape in
the center. While Caleb’s Pitch did start off by
offering patients athletic experiences with UF
athletes that is no longer the organization’s
focus. Even the website has a baseball theme to
it, though there are photos of Caleb doing the
syringe art on the site.
Right now there seems to be a disconnect
between the branding of the organization and
what Caleb’s Pitch actually does: Syringe art.
While the organization does seek UF athletes
to volunteer for helping with the syringe art
experiences at Shands, the overall branding
of Caleb’s Pitch should have a happy medium
between the artistic aspect and the fact that
they work with athletes. Not completely one or
the other, as it currently is. By bringing these
two aspects together and creating a more
updated identity for Caleb’s Pitch (through not
only the logo, but also on the entire website
and any subsequent marketing materials that
they use) it will help create a strong brand
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After doing some research, it
seems that Caleb’s Pitch does not
have anything in place to help
with Search Engine Optimization
or SEO. By using Google Chrome’s
developer tools to view the code
for the organization’s website,
there doesn’t appear to be any
proper meta tags set up, such as
the description meta tag.
While this tag is “not important
to search engine rankings,” it is
“extremely important in gaining
user click-through from” search
engine results pages or SERPs
(Meta, 2015). This means that
when people see Caleb’s Pitch in
their search results, the description
could mean the difference in
whether they click on the link to
the website or not. If no meta
description is used, Google
defaults
to the first
sentence
or two that

Another factor effecting a website’s
search engine ranking on Google is
whether it is mobile-friendly or not.
it finds on the website, which doesn’t
always serve as the best description for a
website. Therefore, it is best to create a
proper one with the description meta tag.
One of the most important meta tags
for SEO is the title tag. While Caleb’s
Pitch does utilize this tag, it contains
more of a long, descriptive sentence
of what Caleb’s Pitch is. Title tags of a
web page are “meant to be an accurate
and concise description of a page’s
content” (Title, 2015). According to
moz.com, “Google typically displays
the first 50-60 characters of a title tag”

Page 10 of Google search results for ”volunteer opportunities
gainesville FL”

and it is recommended to keep titles
“under 55 characters” (Title, 2015). The
title tag for Caleb’s Pitch is currently at
158 characters, so it would need to be
shortened considerably for better SEO.
Another factor effecting a website’s
search engine ranking on Google is
whether it is mobile-friendly or not. On
April 21, 2015 Google updated their
algorithms in order to “favor websites
that look and perform better on mobile
devices, making them appear higher
on search results” (Angeles, 2015).
Some of the factors that Google looks
at to determine whether a website is
mobile-friendly are readability, having a
responsive design, and that the site is not
using non-mobile friendly software, such
as Flash (Angeles, 2015).
By utilizing the “Mobile-Friendly Test”
on the Google Developers website, it
was determined that the Caleb’s Pitch
website is “Not mobile-friendly” (Mobile,
n.d.). A few of the issues with the website
revealed after running the test were:
The text is too small to read; it uses
incompatible plugins for mobile, and
links are too close together (Mobile, n.d.).
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determine the organization’s page ranking
on Google were kept local as well. The
first search terms used on Google were
“volunteer opportunities Gainesville FL,”
as people in the area may be looking for
places to volunteer. The Caleb’s Pitch
volunteer page was found using these
terms, however it was found on page 10.

Due to the fact
that the Caleb’s
Pitch website is not
mobile-friendly and
has several issues,
that may be one of the reasons the site
does not rank well, if at all, for the search
terms that are mentioned next.

The next search terms used were
“nonprofit organization Gainesville FL,”
as this might be something one would
type in if they are looking for help from
a nonprofit, want to volunteer or donate,

Since Caleb’s Pitch is localized in the
Gainesville area, the search terms used to

Page 9 of Google search results for “donation opportunities gainesville fl”
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or all of the above. It is more of a general set
of search terms that many people may use.
However, after searching through 10 pages of
Google search results with these terms, the Caleb’s
Pitch website was nowhere to be found.
The last set of search terms used were “donation
opportunities Gainesville FL.” This set of search
terms may be used by someone looking for a
meaningful organization to which they can donate
money. The donation page for Caleb’s Pitch was

The Facebook page for Caleb’s Pitch, retrieved from https://www.facebook.com/
CalebsPitch

found
in the
Google
search
results,
but it was on page 9.
It is clear that Caleb’s
Pitch could use help
with their SEO in
order to appear higher
in the search results. If the
organization employs a mobilefriendly website, fixes their
title tag and adds a proper
description tag, these few
simple things could boost
Caleb’s Pitch dramatically higher
in the search results on Google.

SOCIAL MEDIA AND
ONLINE PRESENCE
In doing some searching, it
appears that Caleb’s Pitch
has a fairly good social media
and overall online presence,
though the organization does
need to do some updating to
their pages.

Facebook

The Caleb’s Pitch Twitter page, retrieved from https://twitter.com/calebspitch
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The Caleb’s Pitch Facebook
page appears to have been
started back in November
2011, as that was the first post

To be a rather small organization they
do have a fair amount of “Likes” on their
page. Because of this fact, and if they
shown on the site
want to get more “Likes,” the site should
(https://www.
be updated with new posts at least once
facebook.com/
per week. As of now, their last post is
CalebsPitch). The
over a month old. The more posts that
organization has
are placed on the page, the greater the
350 “Likes” as of May 30, 2015 and the
most recent post was from April 25, 2015. likelihood they will get “Liked” or “Shared”

Top search results for “Caleb’s Pitch” on Google.
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and that could lead to more overall “Likes” of the
page and get more people interested in what
Caleb’s Pitch is all about.

Twitter
While Caleb’s Pitch does have a link to a Twitter
page on their main website, the link simply goes
to Twitter’s homepage. However, in doing a
Google Search for Caleb’s Pitch on Twitter, a
link to the organization’s Twitter page appears
(https://twitter.com/calebspitch). Though the
Twitter page states a little bit about what the
organization is and has a link to the Caleb’s
Pitch website, it has not been updated since
November 2012.
There are only 34 total “Tweets” on the page,
with 61 “Followers.” The last four things Tweeted
on the page appear to have been something from
the Internet game, Jetpack Joyride, completely
unrelated to anything about Caleb’s Pitch. It is
therefore probably in the organization’s best
interest to completely delete this page, as it
makes it look as though Caleb’s Pitch has “gone
under” so to speak, when that isn’t the case at all.
They should focus more on Facebook as Rivera
had stated they really liked that social media site
and could update it more easily and frequently.

Google Search
In doing a Google search for Caleb’s Pitch to
discover the extent of the organization’s online
presence, several results appeared. On the first
page of results, the top results were generally
as expected: The Caleb’s Pitch main website,
their volunteer page for the website, their
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Facebook page, and the Twitter
page rounded out the top four.
The other results for Caleb’s
Pitch on the first page were from
the website TennisLink.usta.
com, which mentioned a tennis
tournament the organization
had, and a couple links from the
University of Wisconsin, which
mentioned how the organization
had come to the university.
On the second page of results,
there were various pages that
mentioned Caleb’s Pitch including
a news article from a news station
in Missouri, a YouTube video about
the organization from GatorVision,
and a listing on the Comfort Temp
Air Conditioning and Heating
website under organizations that
the company supports, among
several other results. In clicking
on these various pages that
came up in the search results, it
was found that many of
them included a hyperlink
back to the Caleb’s Pitch
website, which is a great
way for the organization to
gain more
traffic to
their site.

COMMUNICATIONS
STRATEGY: SUGGESTED
FACEBOOK

be best if each chapter
maintains their own
separate Facebook pages.
The current Caleb’s Pitch
Facebook page could
serve as the main page
that contains links to
all the other Facebook
pages for the various
chapters of Caleb’s Pitch.
However, the content
contained within each
page should only be for
that particular chapter, so
visitors to each Facebook
page know they are
viewing events, or other
information, for the
specific chapter they are
interested in.

• Facebook is
suggested as the
only social media
platform that Caleb’s
Pitch should utilize.
It is easy to update, the
organization already has
350 “Likes” and could
easily garner more by
posting at least once
per week to the site.
The Facebook page
can also drive traffic to
the main Caleb’s Pitch
website, so the more
“Likes” and visitors they
receive on Facebook, the
more visitors they could
potentially get on their
main website.
DIGITAL ADS
• Due to the organization’s • Facebook like ads.
limited staff, it would be
best if they eliminate
PRINT ADS
their current Twitter
• University newspaper
page, as it has not been
advertising for special
updated in several years.
events such as the
Facebook would be much
golf tournaments.
easier for them to focus
on at this time.
FLYERS
• With the inclusion
of additional Caleb’s
Pitch chapters at other
universities, it would

• Place in the University
Center for Leadership
and Service.
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• Post in university
campus housing and
community centers to
attract volunteers to
the organization.
• Place in the university
athletic tutoring center.

BROCHURE
• Place them in children’s
hospitals for patient
care as well as at social
service agencies that
support families facing
pediatric hospitalization.
They can also be sent to
university departments
that coordinate
athletic volunteers.
• Can be placed at
university volunteer
organization fairs.

WEBSITE
• The website should
be updated with a
consistent theme.
• It also needs to have a
clear call to action for
visitors, whether it be to
sign up as a volunteer,
give a donation, or find
out more information
about Caleb’s Pitch.

SWOT
ANALYSIS
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STRENGTHS
THEY PROVIDE LOTS OF
PICTURES, STORIES TO ENGAGE
THE TARGET AUDIENCE
In order for any charitable organization to
captivate potential customers, volunteers,
and donors, they have to show what they
have done to help those in need. Nothing
does this better than pictures and stories of
previous successes. These give credibility to
an organization and they should be placed
“center stage” in promotional materials
and other media. Caleb’s Pitch has done a
very good job in showing the fun, success,
and happiness that they bring to kids. This
makes volunteers want to be a part of it,
families to participate in it, and donors to
support it. These pictures and stories make
Caleb’s Pitch an organization that people
want to get behind.

Maintaining and strengthening family bonds
is critical in dealing with any crisis.

THEY PROVIDE CHILDREN WITH
ENJOYABLE EXPERIENCES
When anyone is admitted to a hospital,
especially a child, it is a very scary and
intimidating experience. There are so many
unknowns, and a few crushing realities,
that become part of the family’s everyday
life. Caleb’s Pitch provides the children
with visits, activities, and moments that
take away reality for a little while, and
replace it with happy and fun experiences,
while engaging the child’s imagination
and creativity.

THEY OFFER UNIQUE ACTIVITIES

There is great value in all the services that
volunteers provide to children in hospitals.
THEY GIVE FAMILIES A BREAK
Whether it is tasty food, celebrity visits,
FROM THE ‘CRISIS’
or just simple interaction, kids need all
the distractions they can get from their
There are many aspects of a hospital stay
that are hard on families. There are financial unfortunate reality. Caleb’s Pitch has
shown innovation by doing something
issues, family stress and worry, and a
outside of the normal puzzles, video games,
feeling of helplessness. Caleb’s Pitch gives
and television. Syringe art offers a multifamilies a small break from the crisis that
dimensional experience. It combines fun,
comes with a sick child. Not only does the
creativity, personal interaction by families
child create an artistic “masterpiece,” but
and college athletes, and something
the experience brings families together.
tangible to take home from the experience.
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WEAKNESSES
LOGO DOES NOT REPRESENT
THE ORGANIZATION’S
CURRENT FOCUS

is perceived as credible so
users will feel secure donating to
the organization.

The best logos are memorable. They
provide a symbolic way for users to connect
with the brand and the organization’s
mission. The current logo does not have
any symbol or representation that reflects
its current focus, which is syringe art,
so users will not be able to make a clear
association between the logo and the
current mission. The logo would be more
memorable if there were some symbolic
representation of the current mission of
Caleb’s Pitch.

WEBSITE IS NOT
KEPT UP-TO-DATE

THERE ARE NOT ENOUGH
DONORS AND MANY SUPPLIES
ARE PAID FOR BY CALEB’S PITCH
It will be important to increase the donors
so that their contributions can offset the
cost of doing syringe art with patients.
One way to do this is to make sure the
website has a strong call to action for
users interested in donating. It will also
be important to make sure the website

Users often make judgments about an
organization’s credibility based on the
content of their website. When they see
out-of-date information such as on the
Caleb’s Pitch website they may decide
the organization is not credible or is no
longer active.

WEBSITE DOES NOT HAVE A
CLEAR FOCUS OR ORGANIZATION
When a user visits a website they often
have a specific task to accomplish or
information they are seeking. Having a
website that is organized with a clear focus
will help users accomplish their goal. When
they are unable to find contact information
or an email address they are more likely to
leave the website frustrated, and Caleb’s
Pitch will miss the opportunity to expand
its mission.
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OPPORTUNITIES
BRING BACK GOLF
TOURNAMENTS TO RAISE FUNDS
In the interview with Rivera, she mentioned
that the golf tournaments they held in the
past had been very lucrative for Caleb’s
Pitch. If they commit to bringing these
tournaments back on a regular basis,
the funds raised could not only help to
purchase the art supplies they need, but
also to help with their goal of expanding to
other universities.

UPDATED WEBSITE CAN
ENGAGE MORE VISITORS
By updating the website with more
interactive elements and better calls to
action, Caleb’s Pitch could potentially gain
more volunteers and donations. They may
also be able to reach more families that
want their child to have a fun syringe art
experience if the website shows photos
of other children having a great time with
the organization.

EXPAND TO OTHER UNIVERSITIES
WITH MORE DONORS
Updating the website could help to engage
more donors, especially if there is a strong
call to action. Bringing back the golf
tournaments could also allow Caleb’s Pitch

to raise enough funds to continue their
goal of eventually having a chapter of the
organization in every state.

USE AMAZON FOR A PUBLIC
WISH LIST OF ITEMS NEEDED
Amazon allows users to create a public
wish list that can be shared with others in
order to see what the user needs. Caleb’s
Pitch could create a wish list such as this
for the art supplies they need such as the
paint and canvases used for their syringe
art experiences. If they share their wish list
with the public, perhaps on Facebook, they
may be able to get the art supplies donated
in this way.

TEAM UP WITH RESTAURANTS
TO EARN PERCENTAGE OF
DAY’S PROFITS
Many restaurants offer opportunities
for nonprofit organizations to earn a
percentage of sales receipts for a specified
time period. The restaurants typically ask
that some of the organization’s volunteers
do clean-up work, or something similar,
for a few hours for one day and during
that time, the restaurant will donate a
percentage of all sales made during that
time period to the organization.
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THREATS
SECURITY OF DONATIONS
MADE IS QUESTIONABLE
Due to the fact that website visitors cannot
reach Caleb’s Pitch website owners, it takes
away credibility from the organization. This
could threaten to scare away potential donors
or funders who have questions or are skeptical
about the inability for communication.

but aren’t clearly called to act and become
involved. Without a clear call to action for
visitors to sign up for more information or
come on board as a volunteer, the organization
is losing chances to gain more volunteers.

MANY COMPETITORS IN AREA
HAVE UNIVERSITY BACKING

Most of their competitors are run through the
UF Health system, or have a page featured
on UFHealth.org. As mentioned before, this
leads other organizations to rank higher in
The fundraiser page in specific is a very
important part of the Caleb’s Pitch website, but SEO, present a more professional feel on
is currently not up-to-date, and even has some their sites, and overall be found easier for
broken links. Although Caleb’s Pitch is currently potential volunteers and donors. This is
currently a threat to Caleb’s Pitch given their
not hosting fundraisers, it would still benefit
them to update the page and let visitors know current website and social media pages. By
both what they have done in the past, but also creating thought-out content and copy, they
could begin to compete with these other
what they plan to do in the future. Again, it
organizations’ online credibility and backing
is important to try and continue to increase
from the university.
donors and also recognition, but outdated
pages really threaten many opportunities.

FUNDRAISER PAGE IS
NOT UP-TO-DATE

NO CALL TO ACTION ON THE
VOLUNTEER PAGE
The organization has mentioned that they are
interested in committed volunteers, especially
because they have recently lost a couple
long-term volunteers. With the current state
of their volunteer page, however, there is no
call to action for page visitors. Without this
call to action, the organization is threatened
by people who potentially visit the page,

WEBSITE DOES NOT LOOK
PROFESSIONAL

While the website brings in elements of
baseball, which matches the name of the
organization and Caleb’s interests, it does not
have an overall professional look. Again, this
could scare away volunteers, donors, or other
community members interested in this cause.
With a more professional, but still fun feel to
the site, Caleb’s Pitch could appeal more to
both potential clients, and people interested in
helping the cause.
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CONCLUSION

The organization that began with inspiration from
Caleb’s creativity and love for athletics has grown
to bring joy into the rooms of many children in
hospitals across the nation through syringe art. Caleb’s
Pitch has a lot of potential based on their current
involvement with gator athletics, substantial number
of Facebook followers, and offers a unique service to
the community. Through creating a better organized
website with substantial and meaningful content,
maintaining their online presence, and strengthening
connections with donors and volunteers, Caleb’s Pitch
could truly succeed, not only within the competitive
Gainesville community, but nationwide.
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LOGO
REDESIGN
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LOGO REDESIGN
RATIONALE
Our team’s main goal was to add some more artistic
elements to the Caleb’s Pitch logo. We felt it is currently
too focused on sports, and doesn’t highlight the
organization’s main program, which is syringe art. The
final design we chose incorporated different elements
from some of each member’s sketches and ideas.
We have heard how important the current
logo is to the organization, but we think
it can truly grow from where it is. By
incorporating Caleb’s silhouette, we hope
we can still carry on his spirit and legacy.
The silhouette was taken from an image
of Caleb when he threw the first pitch
at a Red Sox baseball game, the one the
organization is named after. While this
design incorporates his story and the
organizations’ past, it also incorporates a
new element with paint. The paint stream
helps adds some fun new colors which
work well with a children’s organization,
and are more diverse than the current red
and blue colors.
This proposed new logo balances sports,
art, and Caleb’s legacy. This will help
others know that the organization now

focuses primarily on art, not just sports
or baseball, which is how the current logo
and branding could be perceived. The
symbols in this proposed logo would help
add recognition, and can move forward
with the organization as it grows.
The process of creating the logo began
with a simple silhouette of Caleb. Then,
another idea came up to incorporate
a stream of paint, which appears to be
thrown by Caleb, similar to how clients
splatter paint onto canvases to create
beautiful and unique works of art. After
tweaking the streak into the right shape, a
lively color palette of orange, yellow, and
green was incorporated. Finally, a sleek
font was chosen to remain contemporary
and professional while balanced with the
fun colors and design.
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NEW LOGO
DESIGNS

FAVICON

FULL-COLOR

GRAYSCALE
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CREATIVE
BRIEF
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CLIENT

ORGANIZATION’S MISSION

Caleb’s Pitch

Caleb’s Pitch is dedicated to
creating memorable experiences
and improving the quality of life for children and
families confronting serious childhood illnesses.
Caleb’s Pitch aims to share the story of Caleb
Jacobbe as an inspiration to others.

LOCATION
Gainesville, Florida

ORGANIZATION
OVERVIEW
Caleb’s Pitch is a
nonprofit organization
founded in 2009 by Dr.
Tim Jacobbe in honor
of his nephew Caleb
Jacobbe who succumbed
to cancer in 2006. Since
Caleb loved both sports
and syringe art, the
organization provides
pediatric patients with
the experience of
creating syringe
art with collegiate
athletes.

TARGET AUDIENCE

Primary
• Pediatric patients between the ages of 1 and 17 years
• Families of pediatric patients

Secondary
• College athletes and students who want to volunteer
or donate to a local organization
• Families who have received services provided by
Caleb’s Pitch and want to volunteer or donate as a way
to give back to the organization

BRAND ATTRIBUTES
The brand must reflect Caleb’s spirit and the
organization’s services while being quickly understood
and easily remembered. It should be professional and
trustworthy in order to establish credibility for the
organization as it expands into other markets. The brand
needs to connect with both primary and secondary
audiences and be flexible enough to be used on
digital, print and
textile mediums.
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COMMUNICATION SITUATION
Caleb’s Pitch will be used on multiple
materials to increase exposure and attract
donors. The following mediums will act
as the primary means of distributing
its message:
• Website
• Brochure
• Facebook
• T-shirts
• Business cards
• Flyers

OBJECTIVES OF BRANDING AND
COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN
The branding and
communication objectives:
• Garner $100 dollars a month in
website donations to cover the cost of
monthly supplies
• Recruit four student volunteers who
will commit to volunteering for a
minimum of one academic semester
• Distribute information about Caleb’s
Pitch to university and hospital
volunteer organizations in The Big
Ten Conference

CREATIVE
STRATEGY
The creative
strategy is to use images, videos
and audience engagement to
create a story-based marketing
campaign. We will be telling both
Caleb’s story as well as recipient
and volunteer stories. Telling Caleb’s story
will personalize the message and help the
audience make an emotional investment
in the mission of Caleb’s Pitch. Providing
a platform that users and volunteers can
engage in to share their own stories will
help create experiences that will further
personalize Caleb’s mission and extend
it’s message beyond the primary audience.

MANDATORIES
All materials must include the following:
• Logo
• Website address
• Organization email address
• Phone number
• Nonprofit status
• Facebook address
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BRANDING
GUIDE
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ORGANIZATION
Caleb’s Pitch is a nonprofit organization dedicated to
creating memorable experiences and enhancing the
quality of life for children and families confronting serious
childhood illnesses. Caleb’s Pitch aims to share the story
of Caleb Jacobbe as an inspiration to others.

On May 10, 2006, Caleb Jacobbe
passed away from cancer at 8
years old. Prior to that dreadful
day, he was able to fulfill a dream
by visiting with the Boston Red
Sox just weeks before his death.
Even though he could barely
walk, Caleb was so motivated by
his experience that he was able
to throw out the first pitch of a
baseball game.
Caleb also loved syringe art
and was able to create 31

paintings three days before he
passed away.
Caleb’s Pitch combines two
of Caleb’s favorite things by
providing the opportunity
for patients to create these
masterpieces with athletes from
collegiate sports teams and bands.
Caleb’s Pitch has an opportunity
to not only impact children’s
lives, but also to provide amazing
memories for their families.
- calebspitch.org
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LOGO SPECIFICATIONS

Half
Height

Never redraw or alter the logo, including the placement and
size relationship of the organization’s name to the silhouette
and paint stream symbol. Doing so weakens the identity.

FULL-COLOR LOGO
• The full-color Caleb’s Pitch logo should
only be used on a white background.

CLEAR SPACE
• Always maintain clear space around
the Caleb’s Pitch logo to protect against
distracting graphics or typography.

• The clear space around the logo should
be measured by using half the height of
the letters in “CALEB’S PITCH” for both
vertical and horizontal space.
• Never allow typography or other
elements to “invade” any part of the
Caleb’s Pitch logo.
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GRAYSCALE
WATERMARK
(LIGHT BACKGROUND)

REVERSED

CALEB’S PITCH

CALEB’S PITCH

CALEB’S PITCH

CALEB’S PITCH

WATERMARK
(DARK BACKGROUND)

CALEB’S PITCH

CALEB’S PITCH

MINIMUM SIZE

BLACK & WHITE

CALEB’S PITCH

MINIMUM SIZE
• The Caleb’s Pitch logo reproduces well
at almost any size, however sizing the
logo too small can damage its integrity
and effectiveness.

ALTERNATE LOGOS
• When using the reversed logo, the
background color should only be one of
the Caleb’s Pitch Brand Colors, listed on
page 50.

Do not make the logo
smaller than 3/4” wide,
measured from the left edge
of the symbol to the right
tip of the paint splash.

3/4”

• When using the grayscale or black and
white logo, they should only appear on a
white background.
• For the watermark on a light
background, the logo should be
set to 10% transparency of the
original grayscale.
• For the watermark on a dark
background, the logo should be set
to 10% transparency of the original
reversed logo.
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BRAND FONT
& COLORS

BRAND FONT
Lato
1234567890!@#$%^&*()_+
ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvwxyz

Caleb’s Pitch Gray
#4F575B
Pantone 445 C
C-68 M-55 Y-52 K-29

Caleb’s Pitch Yellow
#FFCB15
Pantone 123 C
C-0 M-20 Y-97 K-0

Caleb’s Pitch Blue
#15ADFF
Pantone 7702 C
C-65 M-20 Y-0 K-0

FONT USAGE
• When using the reversed
logo, the background color
should only be one of the
Caleb’s Pitch Brand Colors,
listed on page 50.

Caleb’s Pitch Green
#2EBF00
Pantone 361 C
C-74 M-0 Y-100 K-0

Caleb’s Pitch Orange
#FF5C00
Pantone 7579 C
C-0 M-78 Y-100 K-0

The colors above are approved for use on all
supplementary materials for Caleb’s Pitch.
However, the specifications for color usage with
regard to the logo must be followed. Any tint or
shade of the above colors may also be used.
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• When using the grayscale
or black and white logo, they
should only appear on a
white background.
• For the watermark on
a light background, the
logo should be set to
10% transparency of the
original grayscale.
• For the watermark on
a dark background, the
logo should be set to 10%
transparency of the original
reversed logo.

STYLE TILE
& MOOD
BOARD
51

STYLE TILE
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MOOD BOARD
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CAMPAIGN
STRATEGY
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Our creative strategy is to engage the target
audience by using a story-based marketing
campaign. Our primary objectives are to
increase exposure for Caleb’s Pitch and to engage
potential donors and volunteers. To meet these
objectives we have created both print and digital media
that include images and clear calls to engagement.
Promotional Material
We created tote bags, T-shirts, syringe
pens and water bottles that highlight
the logo. These will be used to increase
the organization’s exposure in the
community. These items are targeted
at hospital workers, volunteers, families
and patients receiving services, as well as
given out at promotional events such as
volunteer fairs.

Print Material
The print materials include a brochure,
flyer, and newspaper ads that are
consistent with the overall branding
created for Caleb’s Pitch. We used
images of patients and volunteers that
tell a story about syringe art and the
children receiving a positive experience
through the organization. Our research
showed that showing images of a “single
identifiable beneficiary” can increase
donor response (Sanders & Tamma,
2015). The flyer and newspaper ads also
incorporate these images and are aimed

at the audience of donors and
volunteers who will potentially visit
the website where their information will
be collected and added to the database.
The brochure, while useful for potential
donors and volunteers, also serves as
an introduction to Caleb’s Pitch for
families and those looking to gain more
information about the organization.

Branding Collateral
The branding collateral - including the
letterhead, envelope and business card provides a professional identity for Caleb’s
Pitch and gives the organization credibility
as they expand into new markets.

Digital Media
The banner ads were created to mirror
the style and calls to action on the
website. On the donate banners there is a
single beneficiary image that encourages
audience engagement. On the volunteer
banner the images include volunteers to
stimulate the “giving is contagious” effect
written about by Sanders and Tamma.
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DESIGN
PIECES
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TOTE BAGS

14.5 inches X 16 inches

57

T-SHIRT DESIGNS
Standard shirt sizes could be used

58

PROMOTIONAL WATER
BOTTLE
600 mL

59

CUSTOM SYRINGE PENS
Standard pen sizes and primary and secondary
ink colors are available
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CUSTOM PALETTE
NAME TAGS
2.5 inches X 4 inches

NAME TAG FRONT

NAME TAG BACK

61

BROCHURE MOCKUP
11 inches X 8.5 inches

62

BROCHURE: UNFOLDED
11 inches X 8.5 inches

INSIDE

OUTSIDE
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FLYER

8.5 inches X 11 inches

64

NEWSPAPER ADS
Various sizes as listed

1/8 PAGE = 4.92 inches X 5 inches

1/4 PAGE = 4.92 inches X 10 inches
65

FRONT STRIP = 10 inches X 2 inches

HALF PAGE = 10 inches X 10 inches

66

FULL PAGE = 10 inches X 20 inches

67

NEWSPAPER ADS
Black and white versions

FRONT STRIP

1/8 PAGE
1/4 PAGE

HALF PAGE
FULL PAGE
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LETTERHEAD
8.5 inches X 11 inches

FRONT (FULL COLOR)

BACK (GRAYSCALE)

69

LETTERHEAD BACK:
COLOR OPTIONS
8.5 inches X 11 inches

70

ENVELOPE

No. 10 Envelope: 9.5 inches X 4.125 inches

FRONT

BACK

71

ENVELOPE BACK:
COLOR OPTIONS

No. 10 Envelope: 9.5 inches X 4.125 inches

72

BUSINESS CARD
3.5 inches X 2 inches

FRONT

BACK (WITH COLOR OPTIONS)
73

THANK YOU CARD
A2: 4.25 inches X 5.5 inches

FRONT

BACK

Artwork created by Neftali
Caleb’s Pitch is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization dedicated to creating
memorable experiences and enhancing
the quality of life for children and families
confronting serious childhood illnesses.
calebspitch.org
352-215-5440
contact@calebspitch.org
facebook.com/calebspitch

INSIDE

BACK TEXT
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DONATE BANNERS
Various sizes as listed (in pixels)

125 X 125

300 X 250
160 X 600

468 X 60
75

VOLUNTEER BANNERS
Various sizes as listed (in pixels)

125 X 125

300 X 250
160 X 600

468 X 60
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FACEBOOK BANNER
851 pixels X 315 pixels

BANNER

MOCKUP

77

WEBSITE
MOCKUPS
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MOCKUP WITH NEW LOGO
DONATE

352-215-5440

HOME

CALEB’S PITCH

EVENTS

ABOUT

VOLUNTEER

DONATE

352-215-5440

CONTACT

CALEB’S PITCH

HELP A CHILD
PAINT A POSITIVE
EXPERIENCE

EVENTS

HOME

ABOUT

VOLUNTEER

CONTACT

UPCOMING EVENTS
JUNE 2015

DONATE NOW

SYRINGE ART EXPERIENCE

SYRINGE ART EXPERIENCE

Integer porttitor est eu purus eﬃcitur, a tincidunt velit

Integer porttitor est eu purus eﬃcitur, a tincidunt velit

aliquet. Nulla malesuada libero orci, vitae dignissim dolor

aliquet. Nulla malesuada libero orci, vitae dignissim dolor

cursus ac. Mauris magna neque, semper a malesuada vitae,

cursus ac. Mauris magna neque, semper a malesuada vitae,

cursus et massa. Integer imperdiet sapien...

cursus et massa. Integer imperdiet sapien...
MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION
PREVIOUS

NEXT

EXPERIENCES IN PHOTOS
We would love to see and share your syringe art experiences! If you and your family have had a
syringe art experience, feel free to submit your images to be added to our gallery and social media.

EXPERIENCES

“

CONNECT

SHARE IMAGES

DISCOVER MORE

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT
It doesn’t matter how busy I get or how stressful
I’ve been. If I end my day at the hospital, I
always leave with a smile on my face.

- Gina Rivera
VOLUNTEER

ABOUT US

CALEB’S PITCH

CONTACT

Caleb's Pitch, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonproﬁt organization dedicated to
creating memorable experiences and enhancing the quality of life for
children and families confronting serious childhood illnesses.

352-215-5440

ABOUT US

contact@calebspitch.org
facebook.com/calebspitch

CALEB’S PITCH
© 2015 Caleb’s Pitch | This website was created for educational purposes only

HOME EVENTS

ABOUT

CONTACT

Caleb's Pitch, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonproﬁt organization dedicated to
creating memorable experiences and enhancing the quality of life for
children and families confronting serious childhood illnesses.

CONTACT VOLUNTEER DONATE
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HOME PAGE
DONATE

352-215-5440

CALEB’S PITCH

HOME

EVENTS

ABOUT

HOME EVENTS

ABOUT

352-215-5440
contact@calebspitch.org
facebook.com/calebspitch
CONTACT VOLUNTEER DONATE

EVENTS PAGE

VOLUNTEER

CONTACT

CALEB’S STORY
On May 10, 2006, Caleb Jacobbe passed away from cancer at 8 years
old. Prior to that dreadful day, he was able to fulﬁll a dream by visiting
with the Boston Red Sox just weeks before his death. Even though he
could barely walk, Caleb was so motivated by his experience that he
was able to throw out the ﬁrst pitch of a baseball game.
Caleb loved syringe art and he was able to create 31 paintings just
three days before he passed away. Rather than using syringes for
medicine, patients have the opportunity to ﬁll those dreaded syringes
with paint and squirt it all over a canvas, creating their own
masterpiece.
It is because of the wonderful memories we have of Caleb that Caleb’s
Pitch has chosen to give back through these opportunities.

WHAT IS SYRINGE ART?
Rather than using syringes for medicine, patients ﬁll the tubes with paint and squirt it
all over a canvas. The masterpieces children create are mementos of a positive
experience they had while in the hospital. Caleb made 31 syringe art paintings and
signed each one “Love Caleb.”

IN THE MEDIA
UF PROFRESSOR HELPS SICK
ATHLETES AND HOSPITAL
KIDS MAKE ‘GATOR MEMORIES’ PREPARE FOR ‘CALEB’S PITCH’

KIDS, ART, ATHLETES COME
TOGETHER FOR A GOOD CAUSE

August 21, 2010

June 20, 2012

June 20, 2012

ABOUT US

CALEB’S PITCH
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CONTACT

Caleb's Pitch, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonproﬁt organization dedicated to
creating memorable experiences and enhancing the quality of life for
children and families confronting serious childhood illnesses.

HOME EVENTS

ABOUT

352-215-5440
contact@calebspitch.org
facebook.com/calebspitch
CONTACT VOLUNTEER DONATE

ABOUT PAGE

DONATE

352-215-5440

HOME

CALEB’S PITCH

DONATE

EVENTS

VOLUNTEER

CONTACT

ABOUT

GET IN TOUCH

Nec pharetra varius. Duis massa turpis, tempus at volutpat vitae, accumsan id odio. Curabitur tristique

If you have any comments or questions about Caleb’s Pitch, our services or getting involved, please feel

egestas ornare. Fusce auctor, eros vel pulvinar cursus, sapien lacus tem nec pharetra varius. Nec

free to contact us or send us a message in the form below.

pharetra varius. Duis massa turpis, tempus at volutpat vitae, accumsan id odio. Curabitur tristique.

Name*

DONATE

DONATE

$5

$25

DONATE

DONATE

$50

OTHER

Email*

GIVE US A CALL!
352-215-5440

I am interested in:
Fundraising

Attending Event

Receiving Services

Donating

Bringing program
to my area

SEND AN EMAIL
contact@calebspitch.org

CHECK US OUT ON...

Message*

We want to give a big thank you to the P.K. Yonge Developmental Research School for their recent
donation to Caleb’s Pitch! Their generous contribution is the result of a year-long candy fundraiser,

Volunteering

SEE MORE

and we were lucky enough to have been chosen as the recipient. Thank you to the P.K. Yonge School!

Whether you’re posting photos or sharing experiences,
use #calebspitch while you’re around the web!

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
ARE YOU AN ATHLETE?

DO YOU HAVE EXTRA TIME?
Do you have extra time? Would you like to

Are you looking for a fun way to earn

give back to children in your community?

community service hours? Come help

smile? If so, we’d love to have you become

We’re looking for volunteers to help us create

children create beautiful art with syringe

part of the Caleb’s Pitch team. Contact us

memorable experiences for children facing

paint. Contact us today to ﬁnd out about how

today for more information.

serious childhood illnesses. Contact us today.

you can become part of Caleb’s Pitch.

VOLUNTEER

SEND MESSAGE

NEED COMMUNITY SERVICE?

Are you a student athlete who wants to earn
community service hours by making children

VOLUNTEER

ABOUT US

CALEB’S PITCH

VOLUNTEER

© 2015 Caleb’s Pitch | This website was created for educational purposes only

Caleb’s Pitch is 100% volunteer driven. We could not do all we do for children and their families without the

SEE EVENTS

Caleb’s Pitch is invested in supporting the experiences we create. Please check out our events page to see
all the fun experiences Caleb’s Pitch volunteers get to enjoy!

ABOUT US

CALEB’S PITCH
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CONTACT

HOME EVENTS

ABOUT

HOME EVENTS

ABOUT

352-215-5440
contact@calebspitch.org
facebook.com/calebspitch
CONTACT VOLUNTEER DONATE

CONTACT PAGE

tremendous support of our volunteers. Since we do not have any paid staﬀ, 100% of the money raised for

Caleb's Pitch, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonproﬁt organization dedicated to
creating memorable experiences and enhancing the quality of life for
children and families confronting serious childhood illnesses.

CONTACT

Caleb's Pitch, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonproﬁt organization dedicated to
creating memorable experiences and enhancing the quality of life for
children and families confronting serious childhood illnesses.

352-215-5440
contact@calebspitch.org
facebook.com/calebspitch
CONTACT VOLUNTEER DONATE

DONATE &
VOLUNTEER PAGE
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MOCKUP WITH CURRENT LOGO
DONATE

352-215-5440

HOME

EVENTS

ABOUT

VOLUNTEER

DONATE

352-215-5440

EVENTS

HOME

CONTACT

HELP A CHILD
PAINT A POSITIVE
EXPERIENCE

ABOUT

VOLUNTEER

CONTACT

UPCOMING EVENTS
JUNE 2015

SYRINGE ART EXPERIENCE

DONATE NOW

SYRINGE ART EXPERIENCE

Integer porttitor est eu purus eﬃcitur, a tincidunt velit

Integer porttitor est eu purus eﬃcitur, a tincidunt velit

aliquet. Nulla malesuada libero orci, vitae dignissim dolor

aliquet. Nulla malesuada libero orci, vitae dignissim dolor

cursus ac. Mauris magna neque, semper a malesuada vitae,

cursus ac. Mauris magna neque, semper a malesuada vitae,

cursus et massa. Integer imperdiet sapien...

cursus et massa. Integer imperdiet sapien...
MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION
PREVIOUS

NEXT

EXPERIENCES IN PHOTOS
We would love to see and share your syringe art experiences! If you and your family have had a

SHARE IMAGES

syringe art experience, feel free to submit your images to be added to our gallery and social media.

EXPERIENCES

“

CONNECT

DISCOVER MORE

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT
It doesn’t matter how busy I get or how stressful
I’ve been. If I end my day at the hospital, I
always leave with a smile on my face.

- Gina Rivera
VOLUNTEER

ABOUT US

CONTACT

Caleb's Pitch, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonproﬁt organization dedicated to
creating memorable experiences and enhancing the quality of life for
children and families confronting serious childhood illnesses.
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ABOUT

352-215-5440

ABOUT US

contact@calebspitch.org

CONTACT

Caleb's Pitch, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonproﬁt organization dedicated to
creating memorable experiences and enhancing the quality of life for
children and families confronting serious childhood illnesses.

facebook.com/calebspitch

352-215-5440
contact@calebspitch.org
facebook.com/calebspitch

CONTACT VOLUNTEER DONATE
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VOLUNTEER

CONTACT

CALEB’S STORY
On May 10, 2006, Caleb Jacobbe passed away from cancer at 8 years
old. Prior to that dreadful day, he was able to fulﬁll a dream by visiting
with the Boston Red Sox just weeks before his death. Even though he
could barely walk, Caleb was so motivated by his experience that he
was able to throw out the ﬁrst pitch of a baseball game.
Caleb loved syringe art and he was able to create 31 paintings just
three days before he passed away. Rather than using syringes for
medicine, patients have the opportunity to ﬁll those dreaded syringes
with paint and squirt it all over a canvas, creating their own
masterpiece.
It is because of the wonderful memories we have of Caleb that Caleb’s
Pitch has chosen to give back through these opportunities.

WHAT IS SYRINGE ART?
Rather than using syringes for medicine, patients ﬁll the tubes with paint and squirt it
all over a canvas. The masterpieces children create are mementos of a positive
experience they had while in the hospital. Caleb made 31 syringe art paintings and
signed each one “Love Caleb.”

IN THE MEDIA
UF PROFRESSOR HELPS SICK
ATHLETES AND HOSPITAL
KIDS MAKE ‘GATOR MEMORIES’ PREPARE FOR ‘CALEB’S PITCH’

KIDS, ART, ATHLETES COME
TOGETHER FOR A GOOD CAUSE

August 21, 2010

June 20, 2012

June 20, 2012

ABOUT US

CONTACT

Caleb's Pitch, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonproﬁt organization dedicated to
creating memorable experiences and enhancing the quality of life for
children and families confronting serious childhood illnesses.
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EVENTS
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VOLUNTEER

CONTACT
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Nec pharetra varius. Duis massa turpis, tempus at volutpat vitae, accumsan id odio. Curabitur tristique

If you have any comments or questions about Caleb’s Pitch, our services or getting involved, please feel

egestas ornare. Fusce auctor, eros vel pulvinar cursus, sapien lacus tem nec pharetra varius. Nec

free to contact us or send us a message in the form below.

pharetra varius. Duis massa turpis, tempus at volutpat vitae, accumsan id odio. Curabitur tristique.

Name*

DONATE
Email*

GIVE US A CALL!

Volunteering

Fundraising

Attending Event

Receiving Services

Donating

Bringing program
to my area

DONATE

$5

352-215-5440
I am interested in:

$25

DONATE

DONATE

$50

OTHER

SEND AN EMAIL
contact@calebspitch.org

CHECK US OUT ON...

Message*

We want to give a big thank you to the P.K. Yonge Developmental Research School for their recent

SEE MORE

donation to Caleb’s Pitch! Their generous contribution is the result of a year-long candy fundraiser,
and we were lucky enough to have been chosen as the recipient. Thank you to the P.K. Yonge School!

Whether you’re posting photos or sharing experiences,
use #calebspitch while you’re around the web!

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
SEND MESSAGE

ARE YOU AN ATHLETE?
ABOUT US

CONTACT

Caleb's Pitch, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonproﬁt organization dedicated to
creating memorable experiences and enhancing the quality of life for
children and families confronting serious childhood illnesses.
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contact@calebspitch.org

DO YOU HAVE EXTRA TIME?

NEED COMMUNITY SERVICE?

Are you a student athlete who wants to earn

Do you have extra time? Would you like to

Are you looking for a fun way to earn

community service hours by making children

give back to children in your community?

community service hours? Come help

smile? If so, we’d love to have you become

We’re looking for volunteers to help us create

children create beautiful art with syringe

part of the Caleb’s Pitch team. Contact us

memorable experiences for children facing

paint. Contact us today to ﬁnd out about how

today for more information.

serious childhood illnesses. Contact us today.

you can become part of Caleb’s Pitch.

facebook.com/calebspitch
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VOLUNTEER

Caleb’s Pitch is 100% volunteer driven. We could not do all we do for children and their families without the

CONTACT PAGE

SEE EVENTS

tremendous support of our volunteers. Since we do not have any paid staﬀ, 100% of the money raised for
Caleb’s Pitch is invested in supporting the experiences we create. Please check out our events page to see
all the fun experiences Caleb’s Pitch volunteers get to enjoy!

ABOUT US

CONTACT

Caleb's Pitch, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonproﬁt organization dedicated to
creating memorable experiences and enhancing the quality of life for
children and families confronting serious childhood illnesses.
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HOME PAGE

How to update the volunteer spotlight
VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT
This tutorial will teach you how to
change the volunteer quote and
name on the Home page.
To begin, login to your site admin
panel and go to Appearance
Widgets (See Figure 1).

Figure 1

You will be taken to a listing of all
widgets on the right of the screen.
Locate the Volunteer Spotlight
Widget, then click on the Text box to
expand (See Figure 2).
The information to be
changed is found between the
<blockquote> tags.
To update the volunteer quote,
replace the text found between
the <p> tags, and to update the
volunteer name, repalce the name
found between the <cite> tags, but
leave the - (dash) before the name
(See Figure 2).
After you have updated the
information, make sure to click the
Save button located at the bottom of
the widget (See Figure 2).

Figure 2
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VOLUNTEER
SPOTLIGHT
This tutorial will teach
you how to change the
volunteer image on the
Home page.
To begin, you will need
to save the image of the
volunteer in two different
sizes, both as jpg files. The
first should be saved with
a width of 600 pixels,
and the second should
be saved with a width
of 1,000 pixels. This can
be done with an image
editing program such as
Photoshop or something
similar (See Figure 3).
It is recommended that
you name these files with
their widths in the name.
For example, the smaller
image could be something
like vol_image_600.jpg
and the larger image could
be vol_image_1000.jpg.
This helps to know at a

Figure 3

glance which file is smaller
or larger.
Once you have saved the
image in two different
sizes, you will need to
upload them to WordPress.
To do this, login to your
site admin panel and
go to Media Library
(See Figure 4).
You will be taken to the
Media Library page
(See Figure 5).
To upload the two images,
click the Add New button
at the top of this page.
You may now either
click on the Select
85

Figure 4

Files button to browse
to the images you wish
to upload, or simply drag
and drop the files into the
area with the dashed lines
(See Figure 6).

After the images are
uploaded, you will
be able to see them
with the rest of
the images in your
Media Library.
In order for these
newly uploaded
images of the
volunteer to appear
on the website, you must
place the urls to these two
images in the style.css file,
which is one of several
different files that make up
the website (See Figure 7).
To find the urls that need
to be added to the style.
css file for both of these
images, make sure you
are in your Media Library
(See Figure 5).
Click on the image that has
the 600 pixel width first.
You will then be taken to
the Edit Media page for
that photo (See Figure 8).

Figure 5

Figure 6

On the right side of this
page, you will see a box
containing information
about the photo. The top
box is the File URL (See
Figure 8). Copy the url
from that box, as you will
need to place that in the
style.css file.
Once you have the url
copied for the 600 pixel
width image, open up the
style.css file with a text
editor of your choice. There Figure 7 (File structure of website)
are many free text editors
out there such as Sublime
Notepad will work as well if
Text and Brackets, but
that’s all you have.
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Figure 8

Once you have the style.css file open,
scroll down through the file until you
come to a section with a heading
that says HOME PAGE - index.php
(See Figure 9).
Within this area you will see something
that reads:
.vol_image {
background: url(http://www.
melissapilkey.com/calebspitch/
wp-content/uploads/2015/07/vol_
rivera_600.jpg) top center no-repeat;
background-size: cover;
height: 30rem;
}
The bolded area above, inside the
parentheses, is where you will replace
the current url in this file with the one
you just copied from your Media Library
(See Figure 9 to see how this text looks

Figure 9 (CSS shown using Brackets text editor on a PC)

in the style.css file). After you have the
new url placed into the style.css file,
make sure to save it (but do not
close the file yet).
Now you will repeat this process
for the image with the 1,000
pixel width.
Go back to your Media Library,
click on the 1,000 pixel width
image, and copy the File URL to
be placed in the style.css file.
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Figure 10 (CSS shown using Brackets text editor on a PC)

Now, go back to the style.css file and
scroll down to the bottom of the file until
you see an area that reads:
@media screen and (min-width:
80.625em) {
.vol_image {
background: url(http://www.
melissapilkey.com/calebspitch/
wp-content/uploads/2015/07/vol_
rivera_1000.jpg) top center no-repeat;
background-size: cover;
}
(See Figure 10 to see how this text
looks in the style.css file). Once again,
the bolded area, inside the parentheses,
shown above is where you will replace
the current url in the file with the one you
copied from your Media Library. Once
you have the new url in the style.css file,
make sure to save and close it.

Figure 11

In Figure 11, the website files that are
on the host’s server are shown using
CyberDuck on a PC, so yours may look a
bit different, but the process is typically
the same.

Once you have opened your FTP client
and navigated to your website’s files, copy
the style.css file you just updated with the
You will now need to copy the style.css
two new urls to the FTP. This will replace
file to your web host’s server using
the old style.css on your host’s server
an FTP client such as FileZilla,
with the updated version.
CyberDuck, or something similar.
Go to your website using a web browser
of your choice. You should now see the
new volunteer image displayed on the
Home page.
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ABOUT PAGE
How to update media links

MEDIA LINKS
This tutorial will teach you how to update
media links on the About page.
To begin, login to your site admin panel
then go to Appearance Widgets
(See Figure 1).
You will be taken to a listing of all widgets
on the right of the screen. Locate the
Media Widget you would like to edit.
Then click on the Text box to expand
(See Figure 12). On the About page of
the website, Media Widget 1 displays on
the left, Media Widget 2 displays in the
middle, and Media Widget 3 displays on
the right side.
To change the article link, replace the url
in between the quotation marks, and the
title between the <a> tags. In the example
Figure 12
below, the bolded text remains, while the
code shown below should remain, but the
rest can be replaced (See Figure 12).
rest can be replaced (See Figure 12).
<h3><a href=”EXAMPLE LINK HERE”
target=”_blank”>TITLE GOES HERE</a> <p>EXAMPLE DATE HERE</p>
</h3>
After you have updated the information,
You can also change the article date in
between the <p> tags. Again, the bolded

make sure to click the Save button
located at the bottom of the widget
(See Figure 12).
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EVENTS PAGE

How to update events and image gallery
THE EVENTS CALENDAR
https://wordpress.org/plugins/the-events-calendar/

This tutorial will teach you how to add an
event to The Events Calendar.
To begin, login to your site admin
panel and go to Events Add New
(See Figure 13).
This will bring up the Add New
Event page.

Figure 14

1. Add Event title (See Figure 14)
2. Add Event text (See Figure 14)
3. Change the time and date. (See Figure 15)
4. Add your Facebook link under Event
Website (See Figure 16)
Now that you have all the details, you
will need to publish. Click on the Publish
button located on the left top of the page
(See Figure 17).

Figure 15

Figure 16

Figure 17

Figure 13
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THE EVENTS
CALENDAR
This tutorial will
teach you how to
change an event
and how to delete
an event on The
Events Calendar.
To begin, login to
your site admin panel
and click on Events.

Figure 18

You will be taken to
a listing of all events.
Hover over the event
title that you want to
change and click on
Edit (See Figure 18).
You are taken to
the Edit Event page
where you can make
changes to content
(See Figure 19).
When you are done
with your changes
you must click the
Publish button
(See Figure 17).

Figure 19

Figure 20

To delete an event login to
your site admin panel and
click on Events.
This takes you to
the list of events.
Hover on the
event you want to
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delete and click Trash (See
Figures 18 and 20).
The post will be moved to
the trash. You can empty
your trash to delete it
permanently, or leave it so
you can reference it later.

NEXTGEN GALLERY
& NEXTGEN PUBLIC
UPLOADER
https://wordpress.org/plugins/
nextgen-gallery/download/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/
nextgen-public-uploader/

The photo gallery on
the Events page of the
website has two plugins.
One, NextGEN Public
Uploader, allows users to
upload images. The other,
NextGEN Gallery, displays
the images in a gallery. The
two plugins work together
and in order for the
NextGEN Public Uploader
to work, the NextGEN
Gallery must be version

1.9.13. This version
can’t be updated. If
it is, the plugin and
styles will no longer work.
You can verify your version
by clicking on the Plugins
link in the admin panel
(See Figure 21).
It will bring up all your
plugins and you can
check the current version
(See Figure 22).
If the plugin does get
updated, you can follow
this tutorial to roll back to
the correct version: http://
www.nextgen-gallery.com/how-torollback-a-version/

NEXTGEN GALLERY
This tutorial will teach
you how to add images to
the Gallery.
To begin, login to your
site admin panel and
go to Gallery Add
Gallery/Images.

Figure 22
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Figure 21

This takes you to the
Upload Images page
(See Figure 23).
You will click choose a file
and find the image you
want to upload. Choose
the “Experiences in
Photos” gallery and click
the Upload Images button
(See Figure 24).
The images are now
in your “Experiences
in Photos” Gallery.

Figure 23

On this page you will see any images you
added to the gallery as well as images that
have been uploaded by the public. If you
want to add these images to the gallery
you will need to uncheck the exclude box.

Figure 24

NEXTGEN GALLERY
This tutorial will teach you how to
manage images in your Gallery.
To begin, login to your site admin panel
and go to Gallery Manage Gallery

To delete images check the box to the left
of the image. A menu will come up under
the image filename. Click Delete.
Once you have made changes, click the
blue Save Changes button. You can check
the gallery on the website to see the
updated images.

This takes you to the list of galleries.
You only have one gallery, so click
on the Experiences in Photos link
(See Figure 25).
You will be taken to the Gallery page
(See Figure 26).

Figure 25
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Figure 26

Figure 27

NEXTGEN PUBLIC
UPLOADER
This tutorial will teach you
how to add and manage
images uploaded by
the public.

To approve the image, go
to the site admin panel
and go to Gallery
Manage Gallery.

Click on the Experiences in
Photos link. On this page
you will see any images
When a user uploads an
you added to the gallery
image, you will receive an
as well as images that have
email notifying you that a
been uploaded by the
photo has been uploaded
public. If you want to add
(See Figure 27).
these images to the gallery
The image automatically
so they are visible to the
goes into the gallery in
public, you will uncheck
your admin panel; however, the exclude box on the
it’s not visible to the public right side of the page
until you approve it.
(See Figure 26).
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If you don’t approve of the
image, you can keep the
exclude box checked or
delete the image.
Once you’ve made
the changes,
make sure you
click the Save
Changes button.
You will be able to
see your updates on
your gallery page.

CONTACT PAGE

How to update the contact form
CONTACT FORM
https://wordpress.org/
plugins/contact-form-7/

This tutorial will
teach you how to
change the content for
the checkboxes in the
Contact Form.
To begin, go to the site
admin panel and select
Contact Contact Forms
(See Figure 28).
From this page, select the
Contact Form from the
list of forms - it should be
the only form on the list
(See Figure 29).
This will take you to the
Edit Contact Form page.
To change the selections
for the checkboxes on
the form, simply change
the text within the double
quotes (See Figure 30).
For example, you will
see something on the

Figure 28

Edit Contact Form page
like this:
<li>[checkbox
checkbox-935
“Volunteering”]</li>

Figure 29

The bolded text shown
above that is within the
quotes is what you can
change to say whatever
you would like. You can
repeat this process for
the other options that
are on the form. There
are six options total
(See Figure 30).
When you have finished
making changes, make sure
to click the Save button
95

Figure 30

in the lower left corner
(See Figure 30).

DONATE/VOLUNTEER PAGE
How to update the most valuable donor area
and volunteer opportunities

MOST
VALUABLE
DONOR
This tutorial will
teach you how
to update text in
the most valuable
donor area on
the Donate/
Volunteer page.
To begin, login to the site
admin panel and go to
Appearance Widgets.
You will be taken to a
listing of all widgets on
the right of the screen.
Locate the Donor Spotlight
Widget, then click on
the Text box to expand
(See Figure 31).
To update the most
valuable donor
information, replace the
text found between the
<p> tags (See Figure 31).

Figure 31
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After you have updated
the information, make sure
to click the Save button
located at the bottom of
the widget (See Figure 31).

VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES
This tutorial will teach you
how to update the three
volunteer opportunities
sections on the Donate/
Volunteer page.
To begin, login to your site
admin panel and go to
Appearance Widgets.
You will be taken to a
listing of all widgets on
the right of the screen.
Locate the Volutneer
Opportunities Widget you Figure 32
would like to edit (there are
Volunteer Opportunities
three of them ) then click
on the Text box to expand 3 Widget displays on the
right side.
(See Figure 32).
On the Donate/Volunteer
page of the website,
Volunteer Opportunities 1
Widget displays on
the left, Volunteer
Opportunities 2
Widget displays
in the middle, and

To change the headline
that displays above the
body text, replace the
text that is between the
<h3> tags at the top
only (See Figure 32). To
keep everything styled
consistently, make sure the
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text you enter here is all
capitalized (as shown in
Figure 32).
To change the body text for
that area, replace the text
that is between the <p>
tags (See Figure 32).
After you have updated
the information, make sure
to click the Save button
located at the bottom of
the widget.
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